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The Committee Reviews It
Once produced and approved by the minister, the 
memorandum was transmitted to the PCO for 
distribution to the members of the relevant cabinet 
committee. The PCO also drew up briefing notes 
on the proposal for the committee, the PM, and 
the PMO. These contained a detailed assessment 
by PCO, Finance, and TBS officials. The cabinet 
committee then met to discuss the matter and 
make a decision.

At this meeting the sponsoring minister 
advanced and defended the memorandum. Such 
meetings could become testy affairs as ministers 
debated the theoretical, practical, administrative, 
and political value of a proposal. And, as Jackson 
and Jackson (2009, 290–1) have observed, any 
minister’s chance of getting a memorandum 
through cabinet committee was contingent on 
gaining central agency support and demonstrating 
to committee colleagues that the initiative would 
not threaten funding for their own initiatives.

The Committee Report Is Produced
Following the discussion, which could extend over 
several meetings, the committee decision would 
be written up by staff provided by the PCO in 
the form of a Committee Report. If the proposal 
was rejected, the report explained why, and the 
proposal was sent back down to the sponsoring 
department with a suggestion that it rework its 
plans in accordance with the analysis.

The Proposal Is Sent to Full Cabinet
If the proposal was accepted, the report was sent 
to full cabinet for ratification. The report recorded 
whether the committee vote in favour had been 
unanimous, and usually in such cases full cabinet 
would endorse it without discussion. During the 
Mulroney administration, in fact, P&P routinely 
endorsed such committee reports without referral 
to full cabinet.

But a report that was not unanimously endorsed 
would be subject to full cabinet debate, with PCO 
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